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2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 2

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an
example at the beginning. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 3

Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the
gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2A My score: …… out of 12

2B My score: …… out of 10

OBEDIENCE TO AUTHORITY

(0) ………………… a famous psychological experiment, psychologists asked volunteers to give electric shocks to
subjects if they did not (1) ………………… a task correctly. The psychologists encouraged the volunteers to give the
subjects bigger and (2) ………………… shocks each time they got the task wrong. On (3) ………………… the shocks the
subjects cried out and often asked the volunteers to stop. (4) ………………… the end of the experiment the shocks
were so strong that some of the volunteers seemed to become unconscious. However, the volunteers
(5) ………………… unaware that they were the true subjects of the experiment. The aim of the experiment was to
discover (6) ………………… people behaved when a person in authority asked them to punish someone.
(7) ………………… surprised the psychologists was the discovery that many of the volunteers went on
(8) ………………… their ‘subjects’ despite the (9) ………………… that the latter begged them to stop. The volunteers
felt that they should obey the psychologists; they felt (10) ………………… afraid of them to refuse to punish the
subjects. The experiment explained (11) ………………… ordinary soldiers in Nazi Germany, for example, had
followed the often cruel orders of superior officers. It seems that many people have such a powerful need to do
what those in authority tell them that they pay no (12) ………………… to the suffering of others.

SUCCESSFUL MARRIAGES?

The factors that help couples make their marriages (0) ………………… are now the subject SUCCESS

of urgent research. Is marriage more (1) ………………… for some people than others? SUIT

Recent work reveals that happily married couples are more willing to compromise than people
who have divorced. They have less (2) ………………… in accepting that their partner DIFFICULT

has faults and do not expect their (3) ………………… to be perfect. Researchers have RELATION

also made the (4) ………………… that people really do change as they get older. DISCOVER

(5) ………………… when a person says to their partner, ‘You’re not the person I married,’ SURPRISE

it is likely to be the truth. But some people have a greater (6) ………………… to accept ABLE

their partners’ changes than others. Again, (7) ………………… tell us that people with PSYCHOLOGY

happy marriages tend to be a lot more (8) ………………… than those who have made TOLERATE

the difficult (9) ………………… to divorce. The evidence does seem to suggest that DECIDE

divorcees are more (10) ………………… than those who stay married. DEMAND
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1 A process B move C way D description
2 A result B affect C change D effect
3 A far B even C further D much
4 A yet B no more C still D just
5 A on B in C at D by
6 A beneficial B nice C bad D optimistic
7 A parts B areas C countryside D fields
8 A harvest B vegetable C agriculture D produce
9 A silly B ridiculously C strangely D sadly
10 A provides B buys C earns D makes
11 A middle B middling C well-off D comfortable
12 A neighbour B local C building D street

2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 1

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example: 0 A the west B the western C west D western

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 4

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. Do not
change the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given. Here is an example (0).

2A My score: …… out of 12

2B My score: …… out of 8

URBANISATION

During the last two centuries, all over the world, but particularly in (0) ……………, huge numbers of people have
moved from the country to the city – a (1) …………… called ‘urbanisation’. The loss of much of its population has
had a huge (2) …………… on the countryside. Industrialisation has created (3) …………… greater changes. Agriculture,
although it (4) …………… has great importance, is not as important as it once was. (5) …………… general, the effect
of these changes on the countryside has not been (6) …………… . Public services in rural (7) …………… are poor.
Hospitals and schools are not usually as good as those in the cities. Farmers, in particular, often have an extremely
difficult time. The big supermarkets buy (8) …………… from all over the world, and try to pay as little as they can.
As a result, farmers often have to accept (9) …………… low prices for their crops. All over the world, farmers are
finding that the farm that has been in their family for so many years no longer (10) …………… a profit. Another
problem is (11) …………… people from the city who buy second houses in the countryside. This often pushes up
(12) …………… prices so high that country people cannot afford to buy houses in their own village.

1 ‘It is still light,’ she said.
YET
‘It ……………………………………… ,’ she said.

2 I’ve lived in the country for ten years now and I
love it.
1995
I’ve lived in the country ……………………………… and I
love it.

3 The fact is, the weather was so awful that we
stayed in all week.
SUCH
The fact is …………………………………… that we stayed
in all week.

4 I like this town a lot because it’s quiet and pretty.
FOND
I ……………………………… because it’s quiet and pretty.

5 The family doesn’t live here any more, thank
goodness.
LONGER
The family ……………………………… , thank goodness.

6 My father stopped smoking years ago.
GAVE
My father ………………………………… years ago.

7 What was the cause of the argument, do you know?
REASON
What was …………………… the argument, do you know?

8 The tall, good-looking man started the discussion.
WHO
The man ………………………… started the discussion.

0 A B C D
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2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 1

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example: 0 A common B true C well-known D popular

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 3

Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the
gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2B My score: …… out of 10

CHIMPANZEES

It is a (0) …………… fact that chimpanzees, members of the primate (1) ……………, are man’s closest living
relatives, so similar in fact that they (2) …………… as much as 96% of their genes with us. (3) ……………,
chimpanzees resemble human beings more closely in their genetic make-up than even gorillas, their larger
cousins. It is unsurprising, therefore, that the more we learn about these (4) …………… animals, the more we
discover that both their emotions and intelligence are far more complex than we had ever suspected.

Those who work with chimpanzees confirm that as well (5) …………… having feelings such as happiness and
sadness, they also feel emotions such as despair and (6) …………… embarrassment. One researcher (7) ……………
how a mature chimpanzee, on falling off a branch, looked (8) …………… in what was obviously embarrassment to
see if another chimp had seen it fall. Chimpanzees are even capable of showing empathy for another species, for
example, by feeding a turtle.

(9) …………… intelligence, chimpanzees in captivity have shown that they are capable of reasoning and abstract
thought. They use more tools than any other species (10) …………… from humans and have the (11) ……………
abilities of a three-year old child. They have been taught ASL (American Sign Language) and are capable of
learning more than 300 signs. However, one thing is sure – chimpanzees will never acquire (12) ……………!

OUR RAINFORESTS

It is a well-known fact that the (0) ………………… rainforests of the world are of great importance to all TROPIC

(1) ………………… creatures. A few thousand years ago they covered 14% of the world’s surface. LIVE

They now cover less than 5%, but because of their (2) ………………… weather conditions, FAVOUR

(3) ………………… two-thirds of the planet’s species live in them. Furthermore, it is estimated that FULL

hundreds of millions of new species are still (4) ………………… . Rainforests take in carbon dioxide, a DISCOVER

(5) ………………… gas, and clean the atmosphere. They give out oxygen, which we need in order to POISON

(6) ………………… . They are also home to 50 million indigenous forest people. Tragically, because of BREATH

their (7) ………………… timber, the rainforests are being destroyed at a frightening rate. An area VALUE

more than twice the size of Florida (8) ………………… every year. If, as seems likely, the present APPEAR

rate of (9) ………………… continues, by 2025, only half our rainforests will be in DESTROY

(10) …………………, and by 2060 there will be no rainforests left. EXIST

0 A B C D

1 A kind B species C variety D classification
2 A match B share C combine D meet
3 A truly B however C truthfully D indeed
4 A lively B alive C enthusiastic D excited
5 A as B of C with D in
6 A even B actually C equally D moreover
7 A commented B declared C told D explained
8 A behind B ahead C around D out
9 A Regarding B About C With D For
10 A apart B except C exception D besides
11 A number B numerical C counting D numerous
12 A communication B speaking C talk D speech

2A My score: …… out of 10
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2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 2

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an
example at the beginning. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 4

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given.
Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given.
Example:
0 My brother is too young to drive a car.

NOT
My brother is ………………… to drive a car.

2A My score: …… out of 12

2B My score: …… out of 8

SLAVERY – A WORLDWIDE INJUSTICE

Slavery is a terrible condition in which one person, the slave, is under the (0) …………… of an owner who
(1) …………… them to work unpaid. When we think of slavery, most people think of the USA, (2) ……………
imported millions of Africans to pick cotton in the American South. (3) …………… , slavery seems to have
existed in almost every culture throughout history. In ancient Mediterranean societies, prisoners of war were
often taken (4) …………… slaves. Alternatively, people (5) …………… became slaves as a punishment for crime,
or because they owed money. In Europe during the medieval period, there were markets in many cities
(6) …………… people used to buy and sell slaves. Cities such (7) …………… Marseilles, Dublin and Prague all held
slave markets. (8) …………… many other cultures, the Arab world also traded in slaves. During the eighteenth
century, North African ships (9) …………… raid countries as far north as Britain and Scandinavia. Slavery was
common in African societies, where tribes used to capture slaves from other nearby groups. (10) ……………
Britain was a major slave-trading country, it was the first (11) …………… officially abolish slavery by law in
1833. More and more countries followed (12) …………… example and in 1926, the League of Nations banned
slavery.

1 The police haven’t found the robbers yet, which is
terrible.
STILL
The police ………………………………… , which is terrible.

2 I can’t remember anything about the story.
FORGOTTEN
I ……………………………………… about the story.

3 The only person who didn’t enjoy the film was my
brother.
EXCEPT
Everyone ……………………………………… the film.

4 We like each other a lot.
GET
We ……………………………………… well.

5 I’m afraid that I didn’t understand anything he
said.
WHAT
I’m afraid that ……………………………………… he said.

6 It’s ages since I last saw him.
FOR
I ……………………………………… ages.

7 It was a relief that they brought the money.
WHICH
They brought ……………………………………… a relief.

8 In my opinion, you should buy it.
YOU
If ………………………………………, I’d buy it.
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2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 3

Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in
the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2A My score: …… out of 12

2B My score: …… out of 10

AN UNSEEN THREAT

For many Americans, the most important (0) …………… of the 21st century so far has been 9/11 – the attack against
the World Trade Centre on 11th September, 2001. Almost 3,000 people were killed, the largest number of American
civilian deaths at one time that has ever been (1) …………… . Many westerners think that since that moment, (2)
…………… has changed considerably. They have become (3) …………… for the first time of the anti-western (4) ……………
of people in many parts of the world. For months after 9/11, New Yorkers lived in fear of (5) …………… attack. Then
came the terrorist bombing in Madrid, (6) …………… on a crowded commuter train, on 11th March 2004. Then, on 7th
July 2005, came the suicide bombing of buses and an Underground train in London. Fifty-two people died and over
700 people were badly (7) …………… Since then, the police and (8) ……………-terrorist forces have been on high alert.
In Britain, young Muslim men are regularly stopped by police and (9) ………, often for no reason. This inevitably
(10) …………… anger in Muslim communities. For many months after the attacks, commuters felt real fear when they
travelled on (11) …………… . There was a feeling that westerners face a threat to their (12) …………… of life.
1 A noted B recorded C observed D done
2 A life B condition C living D survival
3 A aware B knowledgeable C wise D sensitive
4 A actions B business C methods D feelings
5 A second B other C another D next
6 A committed by B carried out C made in D performed on
7 A murdered B injured C attacked D killed
8 A against B destroy C fighting D anti
9 A examined B looked at C searched D explored
10 A occurs B causes C bring D see
11 A public transport B Underground C railway D transport
12 A style B habit C way D method

SPEED KILLS

Speed kills. Drivers are told this (0) ………………… If you have an accident on the highway driving at REPEAT

120kph, you are far more likely to be seriously hurt, or to hurt other people, than if you are driving
at 30kph. (1) …………………, there are now speed limits on almost all roads and in recent years, road CONSEQUENCE

humps and speed cameras have been used to keep (2) ………………… speeds down further. However, DRIVE

both methods are extremely (3) ………………… . Drivers dislike road humps because they fear that POPULAR

they will damage their cars. There is also a lot of (4) ………………… about how effective cameras ARGUE

actually are at preventing accidents. Roadside speed cameras are (5) ………………… useful tools for DOUBT

catching (6) ………………… drivers, who then have to pay fines. Some drivers think that the SPEED

government is more (7) ………………… in the revenue from fines than promoting road safety. It is also INTEREST

claimed that cameras can actually cause accidents because people slow down too suddenly when
they see them. However, both the (8) ……………………… organisations and the police now view MOTOR

road humps and speed cameras (9) …………………………… as an effective method for the FAVOUR

(10) ………………… of accidents. The likelihood is that both types of speed controls are here to stay. PREVENT

©Brookemead Associates Ltd, 2009

2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 1

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example: 0 A thing B accident C circumstance D event
0 A B C D

Example: 0 R E P E A T E D L Y
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2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 3

Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap
in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2B My score: …… out of 10

GLOBAL WARMING

It is strange to think that less than a decade ago scientists could not agree whether (0) …………… change was
occurring. Today there is universal agreement that it is taking place and happening far faster than most experts
could have (1) …………… . We see it clearly in the great (2) …………… in hurricanes, floods and fires (3) …………… the
world, while studies show that ice sheets in the polar region are melting at a (4) …………… rate, releasing methane
gas into the atmosphere, one of the most dangerous of the global-warming gases. Finally, the world is realizing the
(5) …………… of the situation, which gives hope that if urgent action is (6) ……………, the worst consequences may be
avoided. For some years now individuals have been (7) …………… to take responsibility by, for example, recycling
rubbish and reducing heating (8) …………… . Many, however, are suffering from ‘green fatigue’, a (9) …………… that it
is all too late and nothing can be done. It is therefore important to realize that each and every person (10) ……………
to global warming. In the UK about 40% of energy emissions are the result of decisions taken directly by individuals.
The biggest source of emissions are (11) …………… to be energy use in the home (the main use is heating), driving
and air travel. If each person concentrates on reducing these a great difference can be (12) ……………

NUCLEAR ENERGY OR WIND FARMS?

With global warming now a real threat to mankind’s (0) …………………, governments everywhere SURVIVE

are (1) ………………… debating which forms of energy they should make a priority for green URGENT

(2) ………………… . Many experts see nuclear energy as the best option. Its great advantages are that INVEST

it does not produce carbon dioxide (CO2), and that nuclear power plants can (3) ………………… produce large RELY

amounts of electricity, (4) …………… of the weather or the season. However, it also has big disadvantages. REGARD

Firstly, nuclear waste is extremely dangerous and lasts for thousands of years. Secondly, there is
always the risk of an (5) ………………… explosion, a new Chernobyl, or the even more frightening ACCIDENT

possibilities of a natural disaster or terrorist attack on a nuclear (6) ………………… Many experts think INSTALL

that wind and (7) ………………… energy are far better. Wind farms provide the cheapest and cleanest SUN

form of (8) ………………… energy that there is. However, many people, particularly those who live in RENEW

the country near wind farms, are against them, saying that they pollute the landscape (9) ……………… VISUAL

and are a danger to birds. Some experts also argue that (10) ………………… energy sources cannot ALTERNATE

supply all the electricity we need 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

©Brookemead Associates Ltd, 2009

2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 1

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example: 0 A climate B global C weather D atmosphere

2A My score: …… out of 12

1 A told B prophesied C predicted D understood
2 A progress B movement C raise D increase
3 A throughout B through C around D over
4 A frightening B quick C speedy D serious
5 A fear B seriousness C disaster D terror
6 A done B performed C made D taken
7 A persuaded B urged C recommended D desired
8 A requirements B needs C necessities D uses
9 A thought B doubt C guess D belief
10 A leads B contributes C causes D gives
11 A likely B probably C certainly D mainly
12 A made B done C caused D created

0 A B C D

Example: 0 S U R V I V A L
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2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 4

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given.
Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given.
Example:
0 My brother is too young to drive a car.

NOT
My brother is ………………… to drive a car.

2A My score: …… out of 12

2B My score: …… out of 8

STUDYING ABROAD

All over the world, more and (0) …………… students are choosing to study abroad. Chinese students are opting to
(1) …………… time at colleges in the USA while American students are going to study in China. Young people
are making the (2) …………… to study abroad for many reasons. With regard (3) …………… future employment, it is
obviously a great advantage to have a detailed (4) …………… of another country and its language. Also, there is
the excitement of (5) …………… to know the country and its people. Neil Wilson, a language student from the USA
at a university in Beijing says, ‘I definitely prefer studying here (6) …………… studying in the States. It’s much
more interesting.’ Another reason why students study abroad (7) …………… because they believe that they will get
a better standard of education. However, there are disadvantages to spending three or four years (8) ……………
a young age in a foreign country. Homesickness is the most obvious problem. Italian student Carla Fontini says,
‘If my parents (9) ……………, I would go back home tomorrow and never come back.’ There is also the question
(10) …………… cost. (11) …………… for your child to study abroad can be hugely expensive, since you not
(12) …………… have to pay the university fees, but also the cost of accommodation and living expenses.

1 You don’t need to explain.
NECESSARY
It’s ……………………………………… explain.

2 Why did they build the shopping mall so far away
from the centre of town?
WAS
Why ……………………………………… so far away from
centre of town?

3 It took him a long time to recover from his illness.
GET
It took him a long time ……………………………………… his
illness.

4 You’ve put the wrong answer again.
MISTAKE
You’ve ……………………………………… again.

5 The children left for school at eight-thirty, as
usual.
SET
The children ……………………………………… at eight-
thirty, as usual.

6 I borrowed a car belonging to that man.
WHOSE
He’s ……………………………………… I borrowed.

7 I haven’t been in the office for a month.
SINCE
It’s ……………………………………… in the office.

8 Stephen walks to the station in ten minutes.
TAKES
Stephen ………………………………… walk to the station.

©Brookemead Associates Ltd, 2009

2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 2

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an example
at the beginning. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.
Example: 0 M O R E

Example: 0 N O T O L D E N O U G H
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WHAT MAKES YOU HAPPY?

Is there a strong (0) …………… between the amount of money you have and how happy you are? Many people
would say ‘yes’. Certainly many people (1) …………… as if this was true, working long hours and sacrificing their
family life in order to earn a high income. However, (2) …………… in more than 65 countries appears to show that
money cannot buy happiness. The studies show that happiness levels have (3) …………… almost the same in most
industrialised countries over the last 60 years, although incomes have risen (4) …………… . The exception is Denmark,
where people have become more satisfied with life (5) …………… the last three decades. The study reveals that the
world’s happiest people live on the island of Malta, although the Maltese themselves (6) …………… this hard to believe!
Denmark, Switzerland and Colombia come close behind in the happiness league. The USA is (7) …………… at number
16 and the UK at number 21. (8) ……………, the least happy people in the world are the Ukrainians. It seems that
the things that make people happy are different in different countries. For example, in the US people hope to
(9) …………… personal success, whereas in Japan, people work hard to fulfil the (10) …………… of their families and
society. Religion appears to play a part in making people happy, since religion stresses the (11) …………… of being
happy with what you have got. It is perhaps (12) …………… that Malta is 97% Catholic.
1 A perform B pretend C act D do
2 A examination B research C investigation D survey
3 A rested B remained C lasted D persisted
4 A a great deal B not much C very largely D extremely
5 A through B by C with D over
6 A find B say C tell D talk
7 A graded B arranged C ordered D placed
8 A clearly B apparently C obviously D evidently
9 A complete B carry out C achieve D reach
10 A expects B exits C expectations D apparitions
11 A weight B importance C position D worth
12 A suggestive B peculiar C significant D thoughtful

CHANGES IN CHINA

China, with about 1.3 billion people, has the (0) …………… human population of any nation in the world. BIG

It has vast (1) ……………… resources and is the largest oil-producing country in the Far East. In the NATURE

last decade, China has also emerged as one of the most (2) …………………… forces in the entire POWER

(3) ……………… economy. It is predicted that by 2050 it will have overtaken America to be the world’s GLOBE

leading (4) …………………… power. In spite of the recession, Chinese industry is booming, and major ECONOMY

(5) …………… cities such as Shanghai are constantly changing as newer and taller skyscrapers are built COAST

at an (6) …………… speed. Huge numbers of people are migrating from the Chinese countryside to the ASTONISH

cities, where there is a (7) …………… and growing middle class with tastes and buying power resembling WELL

similar groups of people everywhere in the developed world. Nowadays, Chinese (8) …………… are just COMMUTE

as likely to travel by car as by bike. Shenzhen and other cities have official policies to cut down on the
number of motorcycles. However, there are still approximately 200 million people living in (9) …………… POOR

in inland China. Many cannot afford medical (10) ……………, or even to send their children to school. TREAT

2B My score: …… out of 10

©Brookemead Associates Ltd, 2009

2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 1

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example: 0 A chain B connection C join D tie

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 3

Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap
in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2A My score: …… out of 12

0 A B C D

Example: 0 B I G G E S T
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2A My score: …… out of 12

©Brookemead Associates Ltd, 2009

2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 2

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an example
at the beginning. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

EATING DISORDERS

The women acknowledged (0) …………… the world’s most beautiful women are, almost without exception, thin,
sometimes too thin, and their fame in movies and the media puts enormous pressure (1) …………… young women
and girls to emulate them in the belief that to be attractive you must be thin. (2) ……………, eating disorders have
become increasingly common and mothers are right to watch their daughters, and also their sons, for signs that
they are developing a problem (3) …………… food. There are two main types of eating disorder. In anorexia, an (4)
…………… serious illness, sufferers have a distorted body image, believing themselves to be a lot bigger than they
really are. Victims can almost stop eating (5) ……………, and sometimes die of starvation. Bulimia, on the other
hand, is an illness in (6) …………… sufferers deliberately make (7) …………… vomit after overeating, thus controlling
their weight. The most famous victim of bulimia was probably Princess Diana, ex-wife of Prince Charles, heir to
the British throne. (8) …………… she first came to the attention of the public, Prince Charles’ young fiancée was
described (9) …………… ‘nicely rounded’. A famous photo of Diana’s legs (10) …………… revealed them to be quite
plump. Diana was horrified and in response developed a serious case of bulimia. As the princess became
increasingly thinner, the world responded (11) …………… admiration and delight. It took several years before Diana
found (12) …………… courage to admit she had the condition and got treatment for it.

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 3

Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in the
same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2B My score: …… out of 10

SCHOOL LUNCHES

One of the most (0) ……………………… chefs on British television is a young man called CELEBRATE

Jamie Oliver, who is famous for his (1) ……………………… approach to cooking and his popular RELAX

(2) ……………………… books and TV programmes. Some years ago, Oliver decided to make a television COOK

series about the meals served to children in British schools. He first spent
time finding out exactly what kind of food was being provided at lunchtime every day.
He soon made the (3) ……………………… that many of the meals consisted of unhealthy, DISCOVER

(4) ……………………… food such as chips and hamburgers, none of which had much FAT

(5) ……………………… value, and that children were given hardly any vegetables and fruit. NUTRITION

For a month Oliver worked with the cooks at a London school, producing food that
provided real (6) ……………………… for over 200 children, while keeping within the limited school NOURISH

budget. He gave them vegetables, fish, fruit, yoghurt and freshly-made salads. However,
he quickly learnt that many of the children and even some of the parents had a strong
(7) ……………………… for the old menus and disliked the fresh food. The TV programme began an PREFER

important (8) ……………………… debate about the quality of food, resulting in many changes NATION

in school meals. However, to the nation’s (9) ………………………, some parents could not see ASTONISH

the value in this to their children’s (10) ……………………… and a few were even filmed handing DEVELOP

their children chips and pies through the school gates. There is still some way to go,
it seems, before the British acquire a taste for good food!

Example: 0 A S

Example: 0 C E L E B R I T Y

BROOKEMEAD ENGLISH LANGUAGETEACHING
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2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 2

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an example
at the beginning. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 4

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given.
Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given.
Example:
0 My brother is too young to drive a car.

NOT
My brother is ………………… to drive a car.

2A My score: …… out of 12

2B My score: …… out of 8

MODERN AND POST-MODERN ARCHITECTURE

The design movement known (0) ………………… Modern Architecture began around 1900. The work of architects such as
Frank Lloyd Wright and Charles Rennie Mackintosh was a reaction (1) ………………… the excessive use of ornamentation
which characterized nineteenth century building designs. Modern Architecture was simple, without ornament,
(2) ………………… new building materials such as steel, glass and concrete. In the 1920s, the designs of Mies van der
Rohe and Walter Gropius became famous, but it wasn’t (3) ………………… the 1950s and 60s that many skyscrapers were
built in the Modern style, of (4) ………………… one of the best-known examples was the United Nations building in New
York. Many people disliked Modern Architecture, claiming that it did not regard people as (5) ………………… beings. The
architect Le Corbusier famously regarded Modern buildings as being ‘machines (6) ………………… living in’. However, he
went (7) ………………… to say, ‘People are not machines and do not want to live in machines.’ After the 1950s,
architects reacted to Modern Architecture by (8) ………………… a new movement called Post-modernism which
(9) ………………… back some ornamentation. In Post-modern Architecture, different, often conflicting styles are used,
(10) ………………… angles and surfaces that are often unusual. The Piazza d’Italia, in New Orleans, designed by Charles
W. Moore, is a good example of this style. Modern and Post-modern Architecture are very different. (11) …………………
Modernist architects see Post-modern Architecture as vulgar, Post-modern architects feel that Modernists have no
soul. (12) ………………… with all forms of art, there is probably some truth in both views.

1 I think it will be interesting and fun to meet
them.
FORWARD
I’m ……………………………………… them.

2 She said that the children could not go outside.
LET
She ……………………………………… go outside.

3 We’ve planned our departure.
ARRANGEMENTS
We’ve ……………………………………… our departure.

4 I did not find it easy to explain what had
happened.
DIFFICULTY
I ……………………………………… what had happened.

5 Gina always wears fashionable clothes.
SOMEONE
Gina ……………………………… always looks fashionable.

6 The maths problem was so difficult that no one
could find the solution.
TOO
The maths problem was ………………………………………
to find a solution.

7 If you don’t follow the boss’s orders, he’ll be
very angry.
CARRY
If you don’t ………………………………………, he’ll be
very angry.

8 ‘This is the best meal I’ve ever eaten,’ John
said.
NEVER
‘I’ve ………………………………………,’ John said.

BROOKEMEAD ENGLISH LANGUAGETEACHING

Example: 0 A S
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2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 1

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example: 0 A going B travelling C also D together

FOX HUNTING

In Britain, foxhunting is a sport in which hunters on horses, (0) ………… with dogs, chase and kill a fox. Foxhunters
describe foxes as predators, killing (1) ………… and other small animals, while farmers have always viewed foxes as
dangerous (2) ………… that need to be exterminated. The sport has a long history, starting in the sixteenth century,
when farmers, either on (3) …… or on horseback, hunted foxes with dogs as a way of (4) ………… their numbers. By the
end of the seventeenth century, organised (5) ………… of hunters were hunting stags, hares and foxes with dogs, and
hunting was regarded as a healthy sport. During the nineteenth century foxhunting became a (6) ………… of the
(7) ………… classes since the cost of running foxhunts amounted to about £50,000 a year in today’s money. The (8)
………… of red coats, tight trousers and riding boots became very fashionable and foxhunting became an enjoyable way
of taking (9) ………… in an exciting sport and socializing at the same time. The sport’s (10) ………… continued during
the twentieth century. However, in the final decades of the twentieth century many people became increasingly
concerned about the sport, (11) ………… foxhunters of cruelty. Foxhunters denied this, claiming that foxes suffered
little physical pain when hunted and that hunting them was a more humane way of killing them than poisoning them.
In 2004 a law was (12) ………… making it illegal to hunt with dogs, although shooting foxes was still allowed.
1 A chickens B leopards C alligators D cattle
2 A pests B troubles C worries D threats
3 A cars B foot C legs D feet
4 A murdering B stopping C controlling D killing
5 A packs B numbers C gangs D crowds
6 A pleasure B habit C game D pastime
7 A top B low C upper D important
8 A dress B clothes C uniform D costume
9 A fun B part C time D enjoyment
10 A popularity B fashion C practice D tradition
11 A accusing B charging C blaming D criticising
12 A made B passed C done D created
2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 4

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. Do not change
the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given.
Example:
0 My brother is too young to drive a car.

NOT
My brother is ………………… to drive a car.

1 I like eating at home more than eating in restaurants.
PREFER
I …………………………………………… eating in restaurants.

2 Someone cuts my hair about once every two weeks.
HAVE
I ………………………………… about once every two weeks.

3 The customer said he was sorry he had been rude to
the shopkeeper.
APOLOGIZE
The customer ……………………… rude to the shopkeeper.

4 It took my sister a long time to recover from her
illness.
GET
It took my sister a long time to ………………… her illness.

5 It’s so late it’s not worth going to the party.
POINT
It’s so late ………………………………… going to the party.

6 I’ve been told we must complete everything by
Friday.
BE
I’ve been told ……………………………………… by Friday.

7 They told us it would be a good idea to buy it.
ADVISE
They ……………………………………… buy it.

8 I don’t like flying and my brother doesn’t either.
NEITHER
I don’t like flying and ………………………… my brother.

2A My score: …… out of 12

2B My score: …… out of 8

BROOKEMEAD ENGLISH LANGUAGETEACHING
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J. R. R. TOLKIEN

It is generally agreed that one of the greatest successes in twentieth century (0) ………… literature is the trilogy
(1) ………… ‘The Lord of the Rings’. The three novels, read all over the world, were written by Englishman J.R.R.
Tolkien, a professor of English literature at Oxford University. Born in 1892, Tolkien suffered from the (2) ………… of
both his father and his mother early in his life. Nonetheless, the boy appears to have had a happy childhood in the
English (3) …………, descriptions of which are a prominent (4) ………… of his books. Tolkien was a soldier in the First
World War, taking part in the (5) ………… Battle of the Somme in 1916, and it is thought that his experience of war
provided background material for the battle (6) ………… in ‘The Lord of the Rings’. It may also have influenced his
(7) ………… towards tyrants, as exemplified by the evil magician Sauron in the trilogy. Tolkien began his literary
(8) ………… by writing a story called ‘The Hobbit’ for his own children. Publisher Stanley Unwin asked his ten-year-old
son to read ‘The Hobbit’ and write (9) ………… on it. Unwin’s son (10) ……… the story highly and the book was
published. Unwin then asked Tolkien for a (11) ………… . Tolkien responded by writing ‘The Lord of the Rings’. The
trilogy took him twelve years to write and was first published in 1954, when the professor was (12) ………… retirement.
1 A named B titled C entitled D known
2 A loss B dying C destruction D extinction
3 A country B countryside C landscape D territory
4 A theme B ingredient C quality D feature
5 A deadly B harmful C deathly D bitter
6 A parts B scenes C sections D events
7 A view B opinion C attitude D position
8 A progress B career C advance D profession
9 A a report B a statement C an account D a narrative
10 A advised B recommended C put forward D suggested
11 A supplement B development C consequence D sequel
12 A advancing B going near C approaching D having

DREAMS

People have always been fascinated by the (0) ……………………… nature of dreams. In the past, MYSTERY

in many cultures it was believed that dreams had great (1) ……………………… The Old Testament SIGNIFY

of the Bible tells the story of Joseph, who remembered and had the ability to interpret not
only his own dreams but also those of others. The (2) ……………………… psychologist Sigmund Freud INFLUENCE

believed that dreams were a (3) ……………………… of the unconscious mind and in 1899 he published MECHANIC

a (4) …………………………… book called ‘The Interpretation of Dreams’. He thought that LONG

(5) ………………… dreams could give us an insight into emotions that we may have buried. Today, while REMEMBER

many people (6) ………………… place much importance on their dreams, the question of whether dreams INSTINCT

actually have meaning is (7) ………………… debated by brain scientists. They have found that sleep has HOT

different phases, and that it is in the phase called Rapid Eye (8) ………………… (REM) sleep that we dream. MOVE

Unlike other phases of sleep, people woken during the REM phase have difficulty completing even
the simplest tasks. This suggests that dreams make an important contribution to our (9) ………………… PSYCHOLOGY

health, even though REM sleep only makes up about 20% of the total sleep time. People can go
through the REM stage of sleep five or six times (10) ……………………… NIGHT

2B My score: …… out of 10

2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 1

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example: 0 A fantasy B dream C fantastic D fiction

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 3

Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap
in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2A My score: …… out of 12

BROOKEMEAD ENGLISH LANGUAGETEACHING
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2A My score: …… out of 12

2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 2

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an example
at the beginning. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

JOB INTERVIEWS

(0) …… people like going for a job interview, which can be very daunting, (1) ………… for experienced interviewees,
and it is advisable to be as (2) ………… prepared for the interview as possible. Before going for the interview, you
should find out everything you can about the organization you hope to join. (3) ………… possible, find out who will
be interviewing you and their position in the company. (4) ………… done this, think carefully about questions that
may be asked. You answers (5) ………… be carefully worded and it is important to prepare questions to ask your
interviewers. To do well at the interview you will not (6) ………… need to convince interviewers you have the
necessary qualifications for the job and the right motivation, you will also need to convince them that you are
capable of (7) ………… as part of a team. One of the best ways to prepare for an interview is to role-play it with a
friend. Do this (8) ………… giving your friend the list of questions you have prepared and ask them to (9) …………
constructive comments on your replies and the way in (10) ………… you present yourself. One common mistake of
interviewees is to talk too much. Replies should be brief and to the point. With (11) ………… to the interview itself,
it is important to dress appropriately and arrive (12) ………… time. Good luck!

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 4

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. Do not change
the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given.
Example:
0 My brother is too young to drive a car.

NOT
My brother is ………………… to drive a car.

1 ‘Have you completed the project yet, Liz?’ asked
her boss.
SHE
Liz’s boss asked her …………………………………… the
project yet.

2 The students threw away all their old exam
papers.
RID
The students …………………………………………… all their
old exam papers.

3 It’s true that it’s getting more and more difficult
to find a job.
FINDING
It’s true that …………………………………………… more
and more difficult.

4 I’ll only phone her if you tell me to.
UNLESS
I …………………………………………… you tell me to.

5 We told the manager we were not satisfied with
the food.
COMPLAINED
We …………………………………………… the food.

6 The boy was sorry that he had stolen the money.
REGRETTED
The boy ……………………………………………… the money.

7 His friends told him that it wasn’t a good idea to
mention the subject.
WARNED
His friends ……………………………………… mention the
subject.

8 I’ll try as hard as I can to improve my grades.
BEST
I’ll …………………………………………… to improve my
grades.

BROOKEMEAD ENGLISH LANGUAGETEACHING
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2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 2

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap. There is an example
at the beginning. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2A My score: …… out of 12

EXTREME SPORTS

A friend of mine went bungee jumping in Kenya two years ago and came back really enthusiastic (0) …………
extreme sports. The next year he went as far as New Zealand in (1) ………… to go sky diving. This summer he went
white-water rafting in America and returned with, if possible, (2) ………… greater enthusiasm. ‘I nearly came
(3) ………… the raft a couple of times,’ he said delightedly. I couldn’t understand his enthusiasm for (4) ………… a
dangerous sport – people occasionally drown when white-water rafting. But he explained (5) ………… makes a sport
like that so exciting is the fact that it is actually dangerous. My friend is one of the growing band of enthusiasts
(6) ………… part in extreme sports such as bungee jumping and skydiving that feature a much higher degree of risk
than normal sports. There is a theory that extreme sports are becoming more popular (7) ………… to the fact that
people get bored in societies (8) ………… everything is made as safe as possible. Whenever anything appears
remotely dangerous, we pass a law that will make it (9) ………… so. (10) …………, for example - and very sensibly -
motor cyclists are required to wear helmets, and drivers and car passengers must wear seat belts. But it seems to
be the case that some people have a need to (11) ………… risks, hence the desire to seek out extreme sports. One
thing is (12) …………, I won’t be joining them!

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 3

Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in
the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

2B My score: …… out of 10

BORN WITH TALENT AND LUCK

We all feel enormous (0) ……………………, for those who achieve greatness, whether it is in a sporting, ADMIRE

(1) ……………………, business or artistic area of achievement. We tend to believe that these SCIENCE

(2) …………………… people are born with natural talent and that success is easier for them as FORTUNE

a result of a (3) …………………… advantage of some kind. But the truth is that often their GENE

(4) …………………… are also the result of incredibly hard work in their chosen field. While it ACHIEVE

is (5) …………………… true that high-achievers need both talent and hard work, recently an idea CERTAIN

has been put forward by American sociologist Malcolm Gladwell that as well being
(6) …………………… and hardworking, people also need the right opportunities in order to be TALENT

successful. A (7) …………………… example is the fact that 40% of top ice hockey players are CONVINCE

born in the months of January, February and March. Children born after January
1st are (8) …………………… accepted into youth hockey leagues, which begin in the RARE

autumn each year. (9) ……………………, children born in the first three months of the year, CONSEQUENCE

being bigger and stronger, are more likely to get places. They then receive
further (10) …………………… training which will puts them well ahead of those born later in INTENSE

the year. But what if they had been born in December? Would they have had time to
grow and develop into first class players, whatever their natural ability?

BROOKEMEAD ENGLISH LANGUAGETEACHING
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2A Use of English FCE paper 3, part 1

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).
Example: 0 A being B continuation C survival D existence

DO GHOSTS EXIST?

In previous times a belief in the (0) ………… of ghosts was quite (1) ………… but in the twenty-first century, as science
finds more and more explanations for what was (2) ………… described as ‘supernatural’, fewer people tend to believe
in them. However, (3) …………, newspapers report stories of ghosts being seen in (4) ………. buildings and while there is
doubtless a good explanation for these (5) …………, it is always interesting to ask yourself what the scientific
explanation could be. A good example is a story that received (6) ………… in all the British national newspapers in
January 2009. The city of Derby’s new hospital had been built on the (7) ………… of a much older hospital and the
papers reported that hospital (8) ………… were claiming that a strange figure in a black cloak was stalking the corridors
and wards. It seemed that (9) ………… several weeks the ghostly apparition had been seen dozens of times, moving
between rooms and through walls, especially in departments near the morgue. Workers were so terrified that hospital
managers were forced to (10) ………… the claims seriously. A theory was put (11) ………… that the figure was the ghost
of a Roman soldier who had been killed in the (12) ………… of the original hospital.
1 A frequent B common C known D ordinary
2 A previously B before C earlier D then
3 A to some extent B unusually C irregularly D from time to time
4 A national B public C architectural D social
5 A views B sights C sightings D spectacles
6 A news B interest C coverage D public
7 A place B position C location D site
8 A members B colleagues C staff D people
9 A during B over C through D for
10 A accept B take C think D believe
11 A forward B up C in D on
12 A district B vicinity C region D area

2B Use of English FCE paper 3, part 4

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. Do not change
the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given.
Example:
0 My brother is too young to drive a car.

NOT
My brother is ………………… to drive a car.

1 It looks as if the workers have left the building.
SEEM
The workers ……………………………………… the building.

2 They claimed that he had planted the bomb.
ACCUSED
They ………………………………………………… the bomb.

3 Jack, I’d prefer it if you told him the news.
RATHER
Jack, ………………………………………………… the news.

4 The children are tired, they should go to bed.
TIME
It’s ………………………………………………… to bed.

5 I can’t tolerate her criticisms any more.
PUT
I can’t ……………………………… her criticisms any more.

6 Alfonso wouldn’t let anyone else pay for the meal.
INSISTED
Alfonso ………………………………………………… the meal.

7 I wonder if they realized what was happening.
AWARE
I wonder if …………………………… what was happening.

8 I’d like you to explain why you did it.
WISH
I ………………………………………… explain why you did it.

2A My score: …… out of 12

2B My score: …… out of 8
BROOKEMEAD ENGLISH LANGUAGETEACHING

0 A B C D
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